
In the darkness of predawn, a footstep is a gunshot. The 
name’s Ellroy. I’m an Operator. The electronic cigarette 
is smokeless, but the taste of tobacco is a perfect 
reproduction. My eyes are half-closed, my body propped 
up by the building behind me. I watch some mobbed-up 
Vulterrors shamble past, light tattoos fl ashing a warning 
in the mist, spelling out threats and braggadocio in neon 
green, blue, pink. Condensate drips  from the ceiling 
hundreds of meters above me. The Donut’s version of rain. 
I wear a fedora and a trench coat. Functional, albeit 
anachronistic. Like me. Oldschool.

This part of FreeMarket is a mess of redev. Jobs that were 
started and stopped and started again as people gained 
and lost interest. That was the problem with the smaller 
ad hocs. They were fi ckle, driven to act according to 
their whims. Not like us. Our MRCZ follows its mission 
statement to the letter. Investigate suspicious or antisocial 
behavior: breaking, ghosting, switching and wetwork. 
Redev. I shake my head. Back when I was coming up it 
was just “dev.” Back before everything was different each 
day you woke up. 

High above, the pillars taper off into a lattice of titanium 
struts and foamcrete molds. The elevator is an old-fashioned 
winch and cable lift with mechanical buttons. I rise slowly, 
the lift squealing in protest. Surely life in the stacks was 
better than choosing to squat in a dump like this? Fourth 
fl oor, chimes the elevator, and the doors open with a hiss 
of pneumatics. Last job of the day, then I’ll call it a night 
and head back to Operators HQ. Get some shut-eye, then 
rally the troops, check any new leads that came in while I 
was asleep and have another go when this old brain isn’t 
clogged with gray goo.

Motion in the corner of my eye—my key identifi es it as a 
roachbot. They’re designed to swarm the station’s nooks 
and crannies and identify structural problems before they 
become hazards. Funny, a bug that fi xes problems instead 
of causing them. I make sure the roach isn’t some cleverly 
designed spybot, then I rap on the door. The apartment is 

registered to a user named Angus Smersh, a troublemaker 
of the fi rst order. His MRCZ disbanded after its fl ow tanked 
and they couldn’t support themselves. A rival MRCZ was 
accused of sabotage. Members broke off and founded 
new MRCZs. A few went back to the stacks, but Smersh 
ended up joining the rival MRCZ. A coincidence? Or did 
he get into their good graces by facilitating his MRCZ’s 
dissolution? I knock again. Still no answer. 

I chew on my cigarette, tasting lavender-fl avored smoke 
on my tongue. The roachbot provides the solution. I break 
into its software, and after a few seconds, it’s under my 
control. It skitterers down the wall and underneath the 
door to Smersh’s apartment. My eyes are its eyes 
for the next few crucial seconds. I can see 
someone in the apartment. Not Smersh 
though. The key name fl oating above 
the fi gure’s head on my retinal display 
says “User: Betty Holly.” She neither 
notices the roachbot, nor responds 
to my knocking. I ping her with a curt 
“Hello,” but she blocks the message. 
No surprise there. The Operators are not 
well regarded.

Something doesn’t add up. I pull up her profi le from 
the Aggregate’s registry and run a wildcard search. A 
heartbeat later and I receive a ream of intel on the young 
lady. 2nd genner. Born female. Calvello geneline. 16 
fl ow. A founding member of Moon Patrol, some kind of 
sports MRCZ. And here is a juicy slice of data: video feeds 
of Betty Holly and her cohorts in a competition against 
another MRCZ. Live video feeds.

I only carry a gyrojet because it’s an intimidating looking 
gun. Ususally, that’s enough, and I don’t have to use it. 
But I knew Smersh had a rap sheet before coming to 
FreeMarket: extreme violence to someone he caught with 
his wife. Deathed the guy with some kind of tool used to 
hollow out plastic molds. 

I shoulder open the door, and Smersh is there with a 
gauss gun in my face. This is not a female 2nd gen 
skater. This is some middle-aged immigrant scuzzbucket 
from the ass end of a low-tier algae farm. His key is 
scrambled, switched with Betty Holly’s by some unknown 
accomplice. For the last few minutes anyone pinging her 
key would see Smersh’s profi le. Tricky. The creep’s gun 
makes a clicking noise followed by the high-pitched whine 
of electromagnetic coils gathering energy. High tech for 
a lowlife.

He has his toys, but I have experience. I fi re the gyrojet, 
shooting dead straight and hitting him in 

the chest. Smersh goes down in a 
heap. His protective clothing 

prevents the shot from 
deathing him, but I can 
imagine the dinner-
plate-sized bruise 
forming beneath it. 
He frownies me before 
passing out. 

Oh well, comes with 
the territory.
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